We present physico-chemical based model grounded in population genetics. Our model predicts the stationary probability of observing an amino acid residue at a given site. Its predictions are based on the physico-chemical properties of the inferred optimal residue at that site and the sensitivity of the protein's functionality to deviation from the physico-chemical optimum at that site. We contextualize our physico-chemical model by comparing our model fit and parameters it to the more general, but less biologically meaningful entropy based metric: site sensitivity or 1/E. We show mathematically that our physico-chemical model is a more restricted form of the entropy model and how 1/E is proportional to the log-likelihood of a parameter-wise 'saturated' model. Next, we fit both our physico-chemical and entropy models to sequences for subtype C's Gag poly-protein in the LANL HIV database. Comparing our model's site sensitivity parameters G to 1/E we find they are highly correlated. We also compare the ability of G , 1/E, and other indirect measures of HIV fitness to empirical in vitro and in vivo measures. We find G does a slightly better job predicting empirical fitness measures of in vivo viral escape time and in vitro spreading rates. While our predictive gain is modest, our model can be modified to test more complex or alternative biological hypotheses. More generally, because of its explicit biological formulation, our model can be easily extended to test for stabilizing vs. diversifying selection. We conjecture that our model could also be extended include epistasis in a more realistic manner than Ising models, while requiring many fewer parameters than Potts models.
Introduction
While often unaware of its theoretical foundation, HIV researchers have extensively used this link between 22 the fitness contribution of an amino acid residue at a particular site and its observed genotype frequency 23 residues as optimal or non-optimal, has been criticized as being overly simplistic, it has been effectively 27 employed to identify epistatic interactions between sites (Ferguson et al., 2013; Mann et al., 2014) . Instead 28 of using a simple optimal/non-optimal categorization, the Potts model categorizes each of the 20 amino 29 acid separately. While this greater categorization makes the Potts model more biologically realistic, it also 30 makes it hard to fit. Specifically, in order to describe epistatic effects between any two sites, the Potts model 31 requires the estimation of hundreds of parameters. As a result, confidently fitting this model to multiple 32 sequence alignments is infeasible, even with large data sets (Barton et al., 2016a). Researchers have also 33 used Shannon entropy E, specifically the inverse entropy of a site 1/E (i.e. its 'conservation'), as a measure 34 of the strength of consistent stabilizing selection for the presumably optimal consensus amino acid residue 35 (Dietrich and Skipper, 2012; Acevedo et al., 2014) . In this approach, sites with little variation in amino acid 36 usage have high 1/E values and are, in turn, inferred to be experiencing strong and consistent stabilizing 37 selection. In contrast, sites with substantial variation have low 1/E values and are inferred to be either under 38 weak or variable stabilizing selection. As we show later, the conservation of a site 1/E is proportional to the 39 expected log-likelihood of observing a randomly chosen amino acid under a saturated, multinomial model 40 parameterized with a given data set. 41 Given its definition, site conservation 1/E can is best viewed as a summary statistic quantifying the 42 ruggosity of HIV's fitness landscape (Kauffman, 1993) rather than a direct measure of consistent stabilizing 43 selection for an optimal amino acid. Another shortcoming of 1/E as a biologically meaningful metric is the 44 fact that it treats all amino acid residues as being equally dissimilar from the one another. As a result, 1/E 45 ignores the fact that amino acid residues have differing degrees of physico-chemical dissimilarity. This is 46 undesirable given that the physico-chemical properties of amino acids clearly affect the probability one amino 47 acid will substitute for another (Grantham, 1974; Wilke and Drummond, 2010) . As a result, 1/E has the 48 potential to miss sites where there is strong, consistent stabilizing selection for a set of physico-chemical 49 properties, but where these properties can be reasonably satisfied by more than one amino acid residue. More 50 generally, the fact that 1/E ignores the physico-chemical properties of amino acid residues suggests it is 51 glossing over information embedded within the data. 52 Despite the fact that site conservation 1/E ignores the physico-chemical characteristics and is not actually 53 a measure of consistent stabilizing selection against non-optimal amino acid residues, it is widely used. One 54 contributing factor to 1/E's wide use is the fact that it can be easily calculated from sequence alignment 55 data (c.f. the Potts model). A second contributing factor to 1/E's popularity is its utility. Even though 1/E 56 is a coarse meteric, it has proven useful for identifying 'fragile' sites, i.e. those with low genetic plasticity.
57
In an effort to overcome these aforementioned shortcomings, we introduce a model that is more biologically 58 detailed than 1/E, but less parameter rich than the Potts model. First, instead of treating amino acids 59 residues as equally dissimilar categories, our model uses a subset set of physico-chemical properties and 60 weighting terms to describe the differences between residues. Second, it explicitly estimates the sensitivity of 61 viral fitness to deviations from the physico-chemical of the optimal amino acid for a given site. While the site 62 sensitivity parameters G we estimate correlate well with site conservation 1/E, G does a slightly better job 63 predicting HIV genotype fitness from both in vivo and in vitro studies. Unlike site conservation 1/E, our 64 model allows us to test biologically motivated hypotheses. For example, we find that our physico-chemical 65 weightings and the distributions of G vary between the different protein regions of Gag.
66
Taken together, our physico-chemical model helps advance researchers ability to extract information from 67 observational data and represents a biologically grounded framework which can be further extended and 68 used to test clearly posed hypotheses. In its current form, our physico-chemical model only considers site 69 independent effects and can be viewed as a constrained version of the more general, parameter saturated, 70 entropy model underlying the calculation of 1/E. Given the parallels between evolution and statistical 71 mechanics (Sella and Hirsh, 2005), it should be possible to extend our physico-chemical model to include 72 epistatic effects in a more realistic manner than the Ising models, which ignore physico-chemical properties, 73 but in a substantially more efficient manner, in terms of the number of epistatic parameters and the ease of 74 parameter estimation, than the physico-chemical informed Potts models.
75

Methods
76
We begin by presenting our physico-chemical model and, in the process, clearly define our site sensitivity 77 parameter G . Next, we review how site conservation 1/E is defined using Shannon entropy. We then 78 clearly show the link between the physico-chemical model and the entropy model and their corresponding 79 probabilities of observing each amino acid residue at a particular site. Finally, we describe the data and 80 methods we used to parameterize the physico-chemical and entropy models and evaluate their ability to 81 predict empirical measurements of HIV fitness. Definitions of all of our model parameters can be found in 82 Table 1 . 83 
Modeling the HIV Fitness Landscape
84
In this study, we focus on two structurally similar models for describing a HIV fitness landscape: our 85 physico-chemical based approach and Shannon entropy. Both models assume the fitness landscape is fixed 86 and that each amino acid site affects viral fitness independent of the others. In the physico-chemical model the 87 expected frequencies of the different amino acid residues are determined by their physico-chemical properties, 88 the optimal residue for that site a * , and the strength of consistent stabilizing selection G for a * . These 89 expected frequencies also depend on the physico-chemical weights θ, which are shared across a set of sites.
90
In contrast to our physico-chemical model, in the Shannon entropy model there are no shared parameters 91 between sites, the optimal amino acid residue is assumed to be the most frequent one, and the frequency of 92 the 19 other non-optimal amino acids residues are completely unconstrained and set to equal their observed 93 frequencies for that site. Technically, the Shannon entropy model could be viewed as an unconstrained 94 version of our physico-chemical model. In the Shannon entropy model there are 19 free parameters per site. 95 In contrast, in our physico-chemical model there are only 2, a * and G, along with a minimum of 3 global 96 parameters describing physico-chemical weights and a hierarchical distribution for G. We use AIC for model 97 comparisons.
98
A Physico-Chemical Model 99 For a given site, we assume the fitness w of amino acid residue a j declines exponentially as a product of a 100 site specific sensitivity parameter G i and the distance d, in physico-chemical space, of a j from the optimal 101 amino acid residue for that site a * . That is,
(1)
We use the euclidean distance function ignore the effects of mutation bias. In order to avoid issues that would result from the infinite MLE of G at invariant sites, we employed hierarchical approach where G is assumed to follow either a LogNormal or Gamma distribution. As a result, the parameters π 1 and π 2 represent the shape and scale parameters or the log scale mean and standard deviation for G , respectively. We allowed the G distributions and parameters to be shared or vary between each of the gag poly-peptide regions: the nucleo protein p6, nucleocapsid protein p7, matrix protein p17, and capsid protein p24. As a result, the probability p of observing amino acid residue j, at site i is,
Based on our model's assumptions and structure, G i represents a quantitative measure of the strength and 116 efficacy of consistent stabilizing selection on a given site relative to genetic drift.
117
Given these assumptions, the probability of observing a set of amino acid residue counts x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 20 } at a given site i follows a multinomial distribution. That is,
is the total number of observations made at site i and and a * is the optimal amino acid for site i. Correspondingly, the Log-Likelihood L of the data x as a function of our physico-chemical the model parameters, a * , G i , and θ, is,
By maximizing Eq.(4) with respect to our model parameters, we can identify the most likely parameter values 118 and our confidence in them: the physico-chemical weights θ, the optimal amino acid residue at each site a * , 119 and the N e scaled sensitivity of HIV fitness to deviations in physico-chemical space for each site G . By 120 linking fitness to the physico-chemical qualities of an amino acid residue, we effectively reduce the number of 121 parameters in our multinomial model from 19 parameters per site to 2 parameters per site, G i and a * plus, 122 depending on how we partition the data, 2 or 8 shared physico-chemical weight parameters θ. As a result, 123
our physico-chemical model is highly 'unsaturated'.
124
The Entropy Model
125
While Shannon entropy is a measure of information of a message, it is also proportional to the log of the probability of the data x under a multinomial model where the probability of each category p j is equal to its observed relative frequency x j /x T where, as before, x T is the number of observations. Setting p j = x j /x T not only makes intuitive sense, it is also equal to the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of p j under a multinomial model. Thus Shannon entropy of a given site i with a set of counts x can be written as
and is related to the probability of the data x at the maximum likelihood values of its parameters p under a multinomial model
Correspondingly, the maximum Log-Likelihood of the data x under the Shannon entropy model is,
The entropy of a site E( x) can be interpreted in a number of different ways. One interpretation of E( x) is 126 as a diversity index for amino acid residues at a site or region (Jost, 2006 In order to test whether our site sensitivity parameter G is more biologically informative than the standard 147 conservation metric 1/E, we evaluated its ability to predict empirical observations of in vivo and in vitro 148 or whose escape date estimated by extrapolation after a patient's final sample. In addition, because we fitted 161 our model to HIV subtype C data, we only used epitopes whose consensus sequence was the same between 162 subtypes B and C. As a result, we were left with only 14 estimates of escape times. Because these estimated 163 escape times are defined at the epitope level, we compared escape time to the mean site sensitivity G orḠ . 164
Similarly, we also compared estimated escape times to the mean log conservation for each epitope 1/E. For the second 100 fittings, the initial values were generated using different random seeds for each run of 180
NMaximize[ ].
181
We calculated the Fisher Information Matrix for the θ for each region and used it to calculate the 95% 182
Confidence Intervals (CI) for each of its parameter following Bolker (2008, p.197-200) . We used these CI 183
to quantify our uncertainty in our estimates and to compare parameters across regions. If the CI for the 184 same parameter in two regions do not overlap, we concluded that the p − value for the hypothesis the regions 185 shared the same parameter values was < 0.05. parameters: 19/site × 462 sites = 8778 parameters. This cost, however, is mitigated by the fact that we 203 have more than a 1000 observations for each site. In contrast to its poorer AIC value, we find that our 204 physico-chemical model does a better job predicting empirical in vivo and in vitro measurements of HIV 205 fitness, if only slightly so. Further, our parameter estimates can be used to test more refined hypotheses 206 such as whether the properties of natural selection, as described by our physico-chemical weights θ and G 207 values, varies between protein regions. Thus, while our physico-chemical model appears to capture important 208 biological information embedded in the data, there is clearly much room for future improvement.
209
Regional Variation in Model Parameters The variation and uncertainty in our estimates of θ can be 210 found in Table 2 and Figure S1 . Although allowing the physico-chemical weights θ and G distributions 211
to vary between poly-peptide regions required the addition of just 12 additional parameters and vastly 212 improved the ability of our physico-chemical model to fit the sequence data by 1412 log-likelihood units 213 (χ 2 12 = 2824, p < 10 −300 ). Surprisingly, despite this vast improvement in model fit, the differences in θ were 214 actually quite small. Further, given the sensitivity of our L function to θ, it is perhaps a bit surprising that 215 the choice of a LogNormal or Gamma distribution for G had no discernible effect on our estimates of a 216 region's θ. This sensitivity is also reflected by fact that our CI for these parameters are on the order of 217 < 1%. These results clearly indicate that the effects of amino acid substitutions vary between protein regions. 218
Consequently, all of the results we discuss below come from the model fit where θ varies between proteins.
219
In terms of describing the distribution of site sensitivities G across a given poly-peptide region, the 220 LogNormal distribution performed substantially better than the Gamma distribution with the p6 nucleo 221 protein and p24 matrix protein (∆AIC = 7.2 and 15.6, respectively). The LogNormal distribution mean 222 parameter µ was indistinguishable between these two regions, but the standard deviation parameter σ was 223 significantly lower in p6 than p24. In contrast, the Gamma distribution performed substantially better than 224 the LogNormal distribution for the p7 nucleocapsid protein and p17 capsid protein (∆AIC = 9.4 and 24.8, 225 respectively). The Gamma distribution shape parameter α was indistinguishable between these two regions, 226 but the rate parameter β was significantly lower in p7 than p17. Taken together, these results indicate that 227 the distribution of G values varies between protein regions. This is in spite of the fact that the first two 228 central moments of p6, p7, and p17 are statistically indistinguishable ( Fig. 1 and Table S1 ). Table S2 ). However, only the correlation between G and escape time was significant (p = 0.016 235 vs. 0.141 for 1/E).
236
Both G and 1/E were also positively correlated with changes to the capsid protein on in vitro replication 237 fitness (τ = 0.238 and 0.211, respectively ; Fig. 4 ). However, as with the escape time predictions, only the 238 G 's τ was significant (p = 0.047 vs. 0.080 for 1/E). Similarly, G and 1/E were also positively correlated 239
with changes to the capsid protein on in vitro spreading fitness (τ = 0.231 and 0.157), but neither predictor's 240 τ was significantly greater than 0 (p = 0.055 and 0.192, respectively). summary statistic rather than a measure of the selection coefficient between an optimal amino acid and its 257 alternatives. Further, entropy based metrics such as 1/E result from fitting saturated models, where the 258 number of parameters is on par with the number of data categories. As a result, it is perhaps not surprising 259 that the AIC for the entropy model fit is still substantially better than its value for our highly unsaturated 260 physico-chemical model (∆AIC = 230,007). We note that because, 1/E = ∞ at invariant sites, 1/E for an 261 invariant site will change dramatically if new data includes even a single alternative amino acid at that site. 262
In contrast, because we assume G comes from a probability distribution whose parameters are estimated 263 simultaneously with our G values, the metric will not change as dramatically if an alternative amino acid is 264 eventually observed at that site.
265
While saturated models have the advantage of being maximally flexible in terms of fitting data, this 266 flexibility comes at the cost of being minimally informative about the processes generating the data. For 267 example, our physico-chemical model's site sensitivity G did a better job than the entropy model's site 268 conservation 1/E in predicting in vivo and in vitro HIV fitness measurements (Figs 3 and 4) . These results 269
suggest that our physico-chemical model is more efficient at extracting biological meaningful information 270 from the sequence data we used to fit our models.
271
In addition to extracting more meaning from the data, because our physico-chemical model is derived from 272 biological principles, it can be used to evaluate biologically based hypotheses. For example, we find that the 273 impact of our three different physico-chemical traits θ on fitness varies substantially between between protein 274 regions ( Table 2) . These results indicates the effects of substituting one amino acid residue for another varies 275 with its broader genetic context. This is, perhaps, unsurprising given that previous researchers have found 276 that interior regions of the protein are more sensitive to changes in polarity (Nakai et al., 1988). Nevertheless, 277 our ability to detect these slight regional differences in the character of the consistent stabilizing selection 278
illustrates the statistical power of our physico-chemical modeling approach.
279
In addition, site sensitivities G values differ between protein regions in terms of the distribution that 280 best describe the estimated values (LogNormal vs. Gamma). The fact that the G values of different protein 281 regions follow different distributions suggests that the contribution of each site to protein function varies 282 between sites. For example, the LogNormal distribution suggests the G values are the result many positive 283 random independent variables acting in a multiplicative manner. In contrast, the Gamma distribution 284
suggests that protein function depends on fluxing through different conformational states with exponential 285 like waiting times for each state. Even amongst the p6 and p24 regions where site sensitivities G are best 286 described by a LogNormal distribution, they appear to come from distributions with different µ parameters 287 (Table 2) . For example, the average G values for region p24 were greater than p7 and p17, which is consistent 288 with previous findings ( θ are actually insensitive to these distributional differences (Table 2) . One plausible hypothesis for these 291 peptide region specific differences in G distributions could be their differences in secondary structure. This 292 idea could be tested by determining whether grouping sites by secondary structure (or some other feature 293 such as distance from surface or active site) provides a better fit than grouping sites by protein region as we 294 do here.
a substantial amount of noise in our predictions. This variation likely has a number of different sources. In 297 terms of the data we are trying to predict, the in vitro spreading fitness measures suffer from the unnatural 298 qualities of cell culture. Similarly, the in vivo epitope escape fitness measures likely includes substantial 299 effects due to biological variation between patients, is based on a limited number of sample time points, and 300 limited sequencing depth to determine genotype frequencies.
301
In terms of model shortcomings, there are many. For example, our choice of physico-chemical properties to 302 include in our distance function was based solely on Grantham's classic work (Grantham, 1974) . Fortunately, 303
testing the power of other physico-chemical properties is straightforward with our model. Further, in its 304 current form, our physico-chemical model ignores the effect of mutation bias. Mutation bias, i.e. the fact that 305 mutation rates between residues differ from one another, can also contribute to the probability of observing a 306 particular codon and, in turn, amino acid. Although the effects of mutation bias are likely to be unimportant 307 at sites with large site sensitivities G , mutation bias can dominate the evolutionary outcome of sites under 308 weak selection.
309
Moving on to shortcomings that are more challenging to over come, both the physico-chemical and entropy 310 models assume statistical independence between patient samples. These assumptions also shared by the 311 more complex Ising and Potts models and could be addressed by extending our approach to a phylogenetic 312 framework (Beaulieu et al., In Review). Both the physico-chemical and entropy models also assume a single, 313 invariant fitness peak centered around a site's optimal amino acid residue a * . While it should be possible to 314 extend our physico-chemical to allow for more than one peak in the amino acid residue landscape by modifying 315 our distance function, we suspect our ability to reject the simpler hypothesis of a single peak would be weak, 316 especially if they occurred in similar points in physico-chemical space. Allowing a * to explicitly switch over 317 time, would be even more challenging than allowing for multiple fitness peaks. We expect detecting such 318 switches would be very difficult without large, high quality and high resolution datasets.
319
Perhaps most glaringly shortcoming is the fact that our physico-chemical ignores epistatic effects. of the 20 canonical amino acid residues, we could define a more complex distance function that would allow 325 us to describe epistatic effects between sites and predict the probability of the 400 different possible site pairs 326 of amino acid residues using a relatively small number of parameters. The end result would ideally be a 327 more realistic model than the Ising model, but one that requires many fewer parameters, is more biologically 328 informative, and is easier to fit than the Potts model.
329
In conclusion, we argue that one promising way to improve our ability to extract biologically meaningful 330 information from sequence databases is to use well defined and biologically grounded models. The optimal amino acid residue for site i. G i Sensitivity of fitness to deviation from a * at site i. G i Product of G i and N e . d(a j , a * ) physico-chemical distance between residue j and a * .
Weighting terms for physico-chemical properties composition c, polarity p, and volume v. π 1 , π 2 Parameters for G ∼LogNormal(µ = π 1 , σ = π 2 ) or Gamma(α = π 1 , β = π 2 ). p j Probability of observing amino acid residue j at a given site.
Count of amino acid residue j plus 1 at a given site. x
Vector of amino acid residue counts at a given site.
Shannon entropy for a set of residue counts x at a given site.
1/E
Measure of conservation of site as inverse of Shannon entropy. L
The log-likelihood function in equations (4) and (6). In contrast, because our model assumes G is pulled from either a LogNormal or Gamma probability distribution whose parameters are estimated simultaneously with G , invariant sites have finite G values. G values, their distribution, and the parameters used are the best fitting model for each region (Table 2) . Regions: (a) nucleo protein p6 with G ∼ Gamma, (b) nucleocapsid protein p7 G ∼ LogNormal, (c) matrix protein p17 G ∼ LogNormal, and (d) capsid protein p24 G ∼ Gamma. Note, n is the number of sites fitted for each region. 
